
Keep your food fresh
for a very long time!
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Why Sanodegusto?
The Sanodegusto powered by Tempcontrol® serveware collection 

means a real kitchen revolution. By putting Sanodegusto serveware 

in the freezer it will capture the cold and slowly release it afterwards, 

while maintaining the exact, constant temperature.

Stylish and 
distinctive design

Keeping food cold longer 
than any other tableware

More time to plate, serve 
and eat = no more stress

Preserving all flavours 
and vitamins
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 Powered by 
Tempcontrol®



Keep tableware cool
at 4°C / 39°F

4°C / 39°F is the ideal temperature 
to keep your fruit, cheese, 
carpaccio, tapas, sushi or even 
your desserts fresh.

How to use our 
cold technology

Place your 
serveware in your 

freezer

Leave for 
minimum

70 minutes

Your food stays
cold for more

than 30 minutes!
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4-6

Carrara white marble

Pearl white

Impress your guests with a beautiful 
presentation of your perfectly plated 

dishes. Take your time to plate and serve, 
the food will stay at the perfect cold 

temperature.

Big round cold
serving plate

Calido 34 cm (13.38 in)

Ideal for tapas, salads and desserts.
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4-6

Carrara white marble

Pearl white

Delicious food deserves the perfect 
backdrop. Being both beautiful and 

functional, this stay-cold platter will lead
to an extra-dimensional dinner experience.

Big rectangular
cold serving

plate with tray
Modulo L 39 x 21 cm (15.35 x 8.27 in)

Ideal for sushi, cheese and desserts.
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2-4

Carrara white marble

Pearl white

Smoothly combining design and 
functionality, the Calido serving plates 

ensure a beautiful backdrop for healthy 
dishes and culinary taste explosions.

Round cold
serving plate

Calido 30 cm (11.81 in)

Ideal for main courses, carpaccio 
and tapas.
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/sanodegusto

A culinary 
revolution 

awaits you!

BELGIAN HEADQUARTERS
Doornikserijksweg 12, Bellegem, Belgium 

info@sanodegusto.com | T +32 56 416 777  

USA HEADQUARTERS
Promus Sales office = 235 Williams St. NW, #893 Atlanta, GA 30303

promususa@sanodegusto.com | 888-744-9931 

Promus Warehouse = 3 Borinski Rd. Lincoln Park, New Jersey 07035 


